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Show of hands; questions for you
Anyone not I.Struct. E or ICE members ?

Who is a Chartered Engineer ?

Who acts as a Party Wall Surveyor ? (Any 
Engineers?)

Who acts as Advising Engineer to the 
Adjoining Owner / Surveyor?

Anyone familiar with Special Foundation 
case of Chaturachinda v Fairholme 2015 ?



Quiz question for you !

Who decides whether  Special 
Foundations are permitted or not?

Is it either;

A) The neighbour (unilaterally)

B) The Party Wall Surveyors?
(By award under section 10, taking both     
owners’ interests into account)



Answer…

The neighbour !
Without having to give reason / be reasonable.

Not decided by Party Wall Surveyors as a tribunal, by award.

But most neighbours and many PWS don’t know the issues.

Most neighbours and PWS will need an Engineer to advise.

Therefore “Advising Engineers” need to know PWeA and Law
(Very important if not to be sued !).



Scope of Act for Engineers
Works TO party walls AND party floors.

Raising

Lowering (underpinning)

Cutting into party wall for beams and padstones etc.

Adding load.

Adjacent excavation

Party Structures, ie party floors (but not works immediately below!)

Building new party walls for extensions etc.



What is the Party Wall Etc Act 1996
Simple legislation

England and Wales only.

Keeps most disputes out of the courts.

To protect BOTH parties.

Not just an enabling Act for developers.

Rights of Adjoining Owner often overlooked.

Short and easy to read document of just 15 pages.

Engineers need to know about 5 pages only ! (No excuse not to!)



What triggers party wall legislation?
Onus on developer clients to notify neighbours of NOTIFIABLE work.

Most clients don’t know the Act, particularly home owners.

Onus therefore on design team; engineer mainly to assist notification.

Particularly important Engineers know when the Act applies.

Reminder of terms;

Developer is the BUILDING OWNER who appoints the BOS.

Neighbour is the ADJOINING OWNER who appoints AOS.

Party Wall Surveyors don’t have clients they have Appointing owners.

Advising Engineer advises the AOS ( not a checking engineer !)



Process of forming dispute or not…
Building Owner serves notice on Adjoining Owner to undertake PW 
notifiable works
( 1 month notice for 3m and 6m and 2 months for party wall itself).

Adjoining Owner receives notice and has several options;   

1) Respond in writing approving works and no need for a PWS
2) Respond in writing proposing an Agreed Surveyor
3) Respond in writing insisting on own PWS.
4) Do nothing, and after 14 days (3) applies.

3rd Surveyor appointed in case others cannot agree.

Any combination involving a PWS requires an award to decide    
“disputed” matters AND the manner in which the works will take place.
(Hence, need temporary works ASAP ! See later)



What do Party Wall Surveyors do ?

Wear 2 hats (!) - Advising appointing owners (not clients)
- Resolve disputes between parties (section 10 )

Deal with NOTIFIABLE work only.

Act as “arbitrators”.

Both surveyors must act impartially except re Special Foundations.

Wide ranging powers re incidental works.



Which bits important for Engineers 
Section 20 Definitions eg foundation, Special Foundation etc.

Section 10 Understanding remit of Party Wall Surveyor and generally, 

particularly the AOS and AOS Advising Engineer.

Section 2 Repairs and underpinning.

Section 6 Excavation and adjacent foundation works (3m and 6m notices)

Section 7 Rights of both parties     The big one !

Other essentials

P and T Green book guide to the Act. (New out! Via www.partywalls.org £36)

Risk assessments (Pyramus and Thisbe Club; guidance notes 7 and 10)

BRE Digest 251 revised 1995, Categories of damage

The Law And Practice Of Party Walls by Nicholas Isaac 2014



Section 6 Excavation, 3m and 6m notices



3m notice.



Six metre notice 
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Section 7 is KEY;       Loss ,damage, compensation

Extract from Party wall etc Act 1996



Why important for Engineers?      1
Engineering works complex and dangerous notifiable work.

Clients and architects rely on the design engineer.

The ENGINEERING often triggers the need to serve PW notices. 

Examples:

Simple extensions within 3m of period buildings.

Loft conversions (beams in party walls)

Removing chimney breasts

Picture frames/ goal post frames perpendicular, on new foundations.



Why important for Engineers?      2

Embarrassing re architects and client facing issues if don’t know the 
Act.

Major delays to projects - design time, fees, site delays.

Potential PI claims from delays or poor advice.

Special Foundations - understanding them and the power of the 
neighbour (!)
MAY CHANGE YOUR DESIGN CONSIDERABLY-

EMBARRASSING

Understand role of AOS and AOS Advising Engineer. (not here)



Why important for Engineers?     3
Special Foundations -

Complexity

Right of the neighbour to simply say no without reason.

Major issues; misunderstood post Chaturachinda v 
Fairholme Sept 2015.

Design repercussions- alternative designs, architectural 
implications for space, fees, delays to design and 
construction programme.



Areas of dispute…. the big one !!!!!
Section 7 is the key section of the Act.

Rights of the parties

7.1 Unnecessary Inconvenience

7.2 Loss, damage and Compensation

7.4 Special Foundations.

Important engineers understand basics of these headings in 
LAW and in practice.



Engineering determines outcome
…… of the Award and the law

THE CRUX OF THE ISSUE !!!!!!!
Areas where Engineering might determine matters of unnecessary 
inconvenience, loss damage and compensation.

Design - complex, those which compromise the AO now or later.

Designs with increased risks of damage. Eg changing a terrace of 
strip foundations into a raft or piles.
- hard spots differential settlement etc.

Forms of construction which are a cause of nuisance
(“unnecessarily inconvenient”) or increase risk of damage.



THE KEY WORDS…… Loss , damage and compensation

Extract from Party wall etc Act 1996



7.1 Unnecessary Inconvenience  1
Unnecessary Inconvenience approx means “Nuisance” in law.

Necessary Inconvenience is permitted (building work is inconvenient!).

Test of reasonableness regarding proposed works and whether 
alternatives are reasonable, of similar quality, time and cost etc.

Inappropriate construction method
Leading to foreseeable damage, e.g. excessive cracking or 
longer duration of construction leading to nuisance.

Inappropriate design solution
Compromises the neighbours’ interests. E.g. increased risk of  
movement with deep underpinning where piling might be more 
appropriate.

Complex / Special Foundations which restrict future use or add 
significant cost to subsequent works by the neighbour.



Any type of loss, not simply due to the physical building work.
E.g. not noisy radios or building site dust.

Financial loss now or in the future.

Prejudicing neighbours future rights; Can they still easily do 
something similar like increase the height of the party wall

Diminution of property price NOW as a consequence of more  
expensive or practical restrictions on subsequent re development 
of neighbouring property.

Designers beware ! 

Put yourselves in shoes of neighbour. Does your design 
complicate the future use of the party wall, AO building

7.2 Loss and damage         1                           



Examples of Engineering “ loss ”

Extra build costs.
Future use of the wall; eg loft wall raised in timber frame on 
half wall thickness, preventing raising in brick in future.

Steel frames “raising on a cantilever” above a party wall.

Damage arising
Integral underpinning (raft)  which is likely to cause damage to  
the neighbour via differential or seasonal movement.

Prejudicing future use.
Complex piling and cantilever support of party wall which does 
not realistically allow further strengthening.

See later drawings



Compensation
The amount due to neighbour to 
compensate loss.

E.g. Diminution in value of 
property as a result of complex 
construction.

Increased cost of subsequent 
works, eg the need for further 
underpinning/ strengthening 
works.

Ensure you notify your 
developer client, architect and 
party wall surveyor of risks/ 
costs.



Potential PI Issues not yet addressed 
by professions.
Engineers generally not expert in law of party walls.

PWS don’t understand engineering.

Many complex cases arise but too few tested in courts….yet.

Consequences/ risks are;
Neighbours suffering un-awarded losses may sue Developers.

Developer will sue design engineers.

Neighbours will sue their party wall surveyor/ Advising Enginee

AO Surveyor will sue AOS Engineer as sub consultant

In summary we all have a looming problem………….!



Temporary works ;
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Surveyors need to decide / award the manner in 

which the works will be executed.

Very important.

Possibly as important as permanent works.

Of no value later (i.e. post award).  Need it now !

Could delay award if not procured early.



Examples of poor practice
Reminder that while the Act is “facilitating”
(for repairs when the London Building Acts
were written) the spirit of the Act is to keep
matters “equitable” so that the long term use of
the shared ownership party wall is not
compromised; avoiding the need to award
compensation for loss and damage caused by
poor design and construction detailing.

Engineers share this responsibility.
www.pole.co.uk



Analogy of load transfer onto developers land
(wall and loads no longer equitable between parties.)
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OK. No reinforcement OK ish, Special Found.

Independent, axial, simple. Independent, not axial.

Probably requires internal RC liner wall.

Distributing load 1



INTEGRAL foundation system entirely owned by BO

Load ‘distributed’ into BO substructure.

Party wall relies on “BO” building remaining in place.

Distributing load 2



1. Wall Composition

Should a raised Party wall be 
of equal strength and 
durability as the rest of the 
wall?

It should be of uniform 
composition ‘across’ the width of 
the wall.

Worrying trend noted in London 
for Party Walls to be raised in this 
way.

Very restrictive for current AO if 
they want to raise and use as 
loadbearing (E.g. non framed 
structure)



Cantilever supports www.pole.co.uk
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Vertical slots and chases in party walls.
Destroying load dispersion of wall.
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Summary of engineering problems !
Changes in foundation type/ Compatability.
- from shallow strip footings to deep foundations,  rafts. 

Differential settlement / Differential Subsidence
-Loadings; including from area remote from party wall.
-Seasonal movement in clays, trees etc

Party Wall supported on developers land 
-Reliance on developers building for support of party wall.

Restrictions on future use
- Difficult to determine party wall foundation or loadings in future.
- Building in future redundancy / complication for current AO.
- Imagine how meaningless a future trial pit would be with a raft !



Pitfalls And problems generally
Engineers not aware of PW Act generally (ISE part 3 interview)

Poor submission by design engineers (not aware of AOS Eng role and 
Pyramus And Thisbe Club; Best Practice Guidance Notes 7 and 10).

Project delays if you don’t know the Act- design and construction.

Special Foundations; generally. Seek early approval in writing.

Adversarial approach of some PWS and confusion on law not helps!

DESIGNERS ACTING AS PARTY WALL SURVEYORS; POOR FORM !



Best practice; as designers. 1
Know the Act, generally, role of PWS, AOS and AOS Engineer.

Identify whether your design contains notifiable works or not? If so, 
shout !

Keep party foundation design as simple as possible, ideally 
independent of developers substructure. 

Agree any Special Foundations as soon as possible.
(Have an alternative design to SFs up your sleeve
and advise client /architect of implications.

Present party wall “design” like a report/ risk assessment to PWS/ Engr.
( Not just Building Regulations pack- not helpful ! )



Best practice; as designer. 2
Remember AO, AOS and AOS Eng do not know your project !
Send only relevant calcs and drawings. 
Existing and proposed drawings incl site plan. Photographs.
Site specific soil report (for basements), exploratory works.
Show you have considered neighbouring property/ risk of damage and 
category of damage to BRE 251 if basement. CIRIA 580 etc.
Offer to meet the AOS and AOS Engineer.

Temporary works and method statements essential 
(no good later as surveyors will not award “conditionally” !)

Put yourself in the shoes of the neighbour (For major schemes !). 
What reassurance would you expect to see?



Best Practice guidance
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S.Pole 2012 paper to IStructE
and PWS.

Pointed out engineering complications 
for basements integral with party walls.

Highlighted problems with party wall 
process and interpretation of the law.

Suggested neighbouring interests not 
being looked after.

Creating future redundancy in our 
building stock.

Storing up criticisms and claims against 
Surveyors and engineers for future.



Special Foundations..a particular problem !

Definition “means foundation in which 
an assemblage of beams or rods is 
employed for the purpose of 
distributing any load....

The definition of a “SF” does not 
convey why they are a problem.

It is  NOT the rebar that is the problem 
but the potential for unnecessary 
inconvenience, loss and damage.

NB it is not the position of the rebar on 
neighbouring land that requires 
neighbours consent but the entire 
Special Foundation containing rebar. www.pole.co.uk
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Grillage Foundation 1920s/ 30s steel frames-

The original Special Foundation protruding onto 
neighbouring land



Today’s Special Foundations 



Today’s Special Foundations
post Chaturachinda v Fairholme 2015.



Chaturachinda v Fairholme Sept 2015

Simon Pole Expert in legal case.

A rare Party Wall case in the County Courts.

Unusual case with existing basements already next door.

No lateral loads in two thirds of the project
Zone A and Zone B within house.

Problem area was Zone C in the rear garden.

Is the wall detail either; a) unpropped cantilever or
b) horizontal waling beam ?



Special Foundations – The issues !

Is the design a Special Foundation requiring consent of AO or not.

Does the Special Foundation compromise the rights of the AO or 
lead to “loss and damage”, hence compensation to the AO. 
(regardless of whether AO approves use or not).

Is the engineering design at risk (to being declined or leading to a 
“loss”  and risk of delays or PI claim etc.).

What are the concerns for the Adjoining Owner. 
(Decided by the Advising Engineer so role very important).
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Special Foundations – Advantages…

Advantages mainly to the Building Owner;

Space saving with thinner underpinning.
Enhanced water tightness from monolithic construction.

Advantage to Adjoining Owner only if they intend similar basement.

Maximises space upon subsequent excavation.

Disadvantage to Adjoining Owner

Complex construction removes independence of foundation.
Could lead to differential subsidence issues.
Could be difficult to further raise or lower wall.
(Generally little to be gained unless planning basement)
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Today’s Special Foundations
post Chaturachinda v Fairholme 2015.



Post Chaturachinda

The underpin stem is a WALL not a foundation.

The foundation design and construction method MUST BE 
GENUINE and not an artifice or sham.

IF the underpin “wall” is permanently propped at the top, loads 
are axial and mass concrete foundations can be used.

IF there is no prop at the top and the “wall” cantilevers from the 
foundation ( or the underpin wall cannot instead, span as a walling 
beam, horizontally), the foundation requires reinforcing, will 
distribute load on the AO land and will be a special foundation.
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Chaturachinda v Fairholme Special Foundations.
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Special Foundation tips
Always have an alternative design, avoiding Special Foundations.

Obtain early consent for Special Foundations in writing.

Provide good design risk assessment.

Put yourself in the shoes of the neighbour.

Advise your client of the risks, loss of space, potential delays and 
additional design fees if SF’s declined.

As an Advising Engineer to the neighbour/ Surveyor; ensure you point 
out the risks, entitlements, pros and cons etc. Ask appropriate 
questions of the design engineer.



Summing Up

Know the Act - in general terms

Awareness of law of nuisance, (loss and damage).

Be proactive when PWS issues arise

Put yourself in the neighbours’ shoes

Think about the design and whether it might 

compromise the Adjoining Owner.

Advise your client……… to protect your PI etc.



Questions ? 
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demo 3
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Section 20 Of PWeA 1996


